The CD44 alternative v9 exon contains a splicing enhancer responsive to the SR proteins 9G8, ASF/SF2, and SRp20.
The CD44 gene alternative exons v8, v9, and v10 are frequently spliced as a block by epithelial cells. By transfecting minigenes containing only one of these alternative exons, we show that splicing of each of them is under cell type-specific control. By using minigenes carrying short block mutations within exons v8 and v9, we detected a candidate exon splicing enhancer in each of these exons. These candidates activated splicing in vitro of a heterologous transcript and are thus true exon splicing enhancers. We analyzed further a v9 exon splicing enhancer covering approximately 30 nucleotides. This enhancer can be UV cross-linked to SR proteins of 35 and 20 kDa in HeLa nuclear extract. By using individual recombinant SR proteins for UV cross-linking in S100 extract, these proteins were identified as 9G8, ASF/SF2, and SRp20. S100 complementation studies using recombinant 9G8, ASF/SF2, and SRp20 showed that all three proteins can activate splicing in vitro of a heterologous exon containing the v9 enhancer; the strongest activation was obtained with 9G8. Progressive truncation of the 30-nucleotide enhancer leads to a progressive decrease in splicing activation. We propose that 9G8, ASF/SF2, SRp20, and possibly other non-SR proteins cooperate in vivo to activate v9 exon splicing.